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Acquisition Workforce (AWF) 
Management is a Wicked Problem
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Every person matters, every day matters, every dollar matters as we meet 
warfighter needs for affordable, agile, lethal capability
Guiding Questions for AWF Leaders 













What are major 
products?
What kind/size of 
workforce needed?
How do we know we’re 
working on right things?
How do we know we’re 
getting better?
Fleet After NextFleet of  TomorrowFleet of Today
Do we incentivize the 
right performance?
What does technical 
excellence look like?
Do we have the right 
rotation programs?
Where are skills needed?
How do we evaluate AWF 
health and affordability?
How does the money flow?
What levers can we use to 
improve AWF performance?
How do we keep people 
energized, engaged, connected?
How do we deliver lethal capability faster, 
while developing the workforce for the future? 
Three DACM Lines of Inquiry to 
Address the Wicked Problem
1. DON governance structure to manage the AWF like a 
major program
2. Shared visibility in digital war rooms: 
AWF history, context, current health measures, future 
needs, and improvement levers
3. AWF system dynamics models to explore feedback loops 
and time delays
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Applying longitudinal systems thinking to the PEOPLE 
within the DON Acquisition Enterprise
Embracing Structure and Discipline 
to Manage Challenges in 




The Naval Acquisition Workforce is 
Itself a Major Acquisition Program
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Right people. Right skills. Right place. Right time. 
Acquisition Career Council 
(meets every other QTR, 
alternating w/Summit)
Acquisition Workforce Summit 





Undersecretary of Defense for 
Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics 
ASN(RD&A)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy









































- Forum for enterprise 








- Advisory Council to 
ASN(RD&A)
- Chartered to enhance 
the quality of AWF
- Attract quality personnel








− 100% DAWIA Certification
− 100% Currency (CLPs)
− Recertification for current 
assignment CF only
− No Waivers
− Good Process Order & 
Discipline
− Aligned with Strategy
− Manage by Priority  


















1991… •      •      •      • •      •      •      • •      •      •      • •      •      •      •
Strategic Plan
− Link to Warfighter 
(current and future)
− Professional and 
Technical Excellence 
− Responsible and 
Accountable2009
In-sourcing 
















Rapidly changing threats demand an AWF that can change rapidly








DON Acquisition Workforce  
Strategic Plan
AWF VALUES






Connect people to the Product and Mission.
There is not a more noble mission than to
support the men and women who are
protecting and serving our nation. The
Acquisition Workforce is grounded in the
values of integrity, trust, diversity,
teamwork, dedicated service, and
excellence and is dedicated to that mission.
GOAL 2: 
Focus on Professional 
and Technical Excellence
Deliberately manage and match capability
needs with professional and technical
excellence.
All work is performed through people. The
values of integrity, trust, diversity,
teamwork, dedicated service, and
excellence are the foundation of our culture
that must be sustained to ensure
responsibility and accountability.
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AWF Career Navigators, 
Roadmaps, Paths
Career Planning that Spans Career Fields and SYSCOMs.
Adding Agility to DON 
Acquisition Workforce Management 
in Digital Collaboration Centers
May 2018
Dr. Altyn Clark
AWF Digital Collaboration Center
Data-Driven, Collaborative & Explorative Conversation to Promote
1. Visibility     2. Predictability     3. Improvement
Naval acquisition is a complicated 






The path from National Defense Strategy to lethal capacity aboard ship is 

















































































































MAX we can 
manage 
effectively






to PayNeed + Cost
Workforce Requirements Model 
Capabilities and Attributes
ASN(RD&A) Enterprise Level Integration for a Defendable View of AWF Requirements










Elicit and weave together SYSCOM, PEO, & National Lead perspectives…
into a more systematic approach for AWF models, processes, culture, and behavior…
to increase organizational and individual long term productivity and effectiveness, health and purpose…





DON AWF Integrated Workforce Requirements Model
AWF Integration Challenges
Integration Across SYSCOMs and Across Career 
Fields for a Defendable Enterprise View is Harder
What AWF composition is needed to maintain Current Navy? 
Acquire Next Navy to address 10 year threats? 
Prepare future  technologies for Navy after Next?




AWF Affordability is a Function of 

























Measuring all phases of the human capital management cycle, in the 
context of contribution to warfighting capability
Strategic Methods & Options 
Tool Levers
Talent





















































System Dynamics Models Help Explore 
Which Levers Have Most Impact
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Modeling the Department of Navy 
Acquisition Workforce 
with System Dynamics
David Ford, Ph.D.                     Altyn Clark, Ph.D.
Associate Research Professor Chief Solutions Officer
Naval Postgraduate School Transformation Systems, Inc. 
Challenges in Policy Analysis
Forecasting impacts of AWF policies is 
difficult:
• The system consists of diverse parts
• The diverse parts interact in ways that create 
causal feedback…A  B  C  D  A
• Processes take time, creating delays
• The system evolves in uncertain ways
• A model that can capture these features is 
needed to explore and simulate the impacts 





• Acquisition workforce (AWF) workforce
• Critical Acquisition Positions (CAP) workforce
• Key Leadership Positions (KLP) workforce
Model of People in an Acquisition Workforce Model 
Delayed (6 mo.) hiring 







































Acquisition Knowledge and Experience
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Acquisition Knowledge and Experience in an Acquisition Workforce Model 
K&E lost due to forgetting and obsolescence 
based on the half-life of the K&E.  
AWF K&E CAP K&E KLP K&E




































































Min time to process
AWF backlog Min time to processCAP backlog








• AWF size (AWF, CAP, KLP, total)
• Work backlogs (AWF, CAP, KLP, total)
• Average time in backlog (AWF, CAP, 
KLP, total)
• Annual workforce cost
Illustration of Model Use
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• Work inflow of work to AWF backlog increase by 25% at 
month 40 and remain at the higher level. 
Work Backlogs in Response to increase in Acquisition Work 
Illustration of Model Use
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Acquisition Delays in Response to increase in Acquisition Work 
For Further Study
• Measuring Program and AWF outputs & outcomes
• Judicious application of system dynamics models
• Workload forecasting models tied to the 30-year shipbuilding plan
• Talent management systems and toolsets
• Digital war rooms with shared data display across multiple geographies
• Half-life of knowledge and the refresh rate required to maintain currency
• Defining the characteristics of a fully developed professional in all career 
fields
• Better defining the pool of candidates available for succession planning 
purposes
• Better understanding the qualities needed in key people, beyond 
technical training
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Questions?
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